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Abstract
As resources are valuable assets, organizations have to decide which resources to allo-
cate to business process tasks in a way that the process is executed not only effectively
but also efficiently. Traditional role-based resource allocation leads to effective process
executions, since each task is performed by a resource that has the required skills and
competencies to do so. However, the resulting allocations are typically not as efficient
as they could be, since optimization techniques have yet to find their way in traditional
business process management scenarios. On the other hand, operations research pro-
vides a rich set of analytical methods for supporting problem-specific decisions on
resource allocation. This paper provides a novel framework for creating transparency
on existing tasks and resources, supporting individualized allocations for each activity
in a process, and the possibility to integrate problem-specific analytical methods of
the operations research domain. To validate the framework, the paper reports on the
design and prototypical implementation of a software architecture, which extends a
traditional process engine with a dedicated resource management component. This
component allows us to define specific resource allocation problems at design time,
and it also facilitates optimized resource allocation at run time. The framework is
evaluated using a real-world parcel delivery process. The evaluation shows that the
quality of the allocation results increase significantly with a technique from operations
research in contrast to the traditional applied rule-based approach.
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1 Introduction

Organizations run a great variety of business processes for the successful delivery
of products or services to their customers, e.g., order handling, sales processes, or
employment processes. For the execution of business processes, organizations need
a rich set of resources consisting of human resources, machines, vehicles, materials,
etc. [5, 15]. Resources have a high influence on the success and the efficiency of a single
process execution, also called process instance [15]. The resources of an organization
are valuable assets, often cost-intensive, and limited [2]. Thus, tasks (i.e., work needed
to be executed for a certain instance) need to be allocated to an appropriate resource
at the right time. Otherwise, it might lead to delays in the process execution, low
quality, high costs, or low utilization of resources [4]. A resource allocationmaps the
demand of the running process instances with the availability of resources under a
certain business goal [20] (e.g., minimizing the execution time).

Whereas the discipline of business process management (BPM) provides methods,
techniques, and applications tomanageorganizational processes prosperously from the
design, over the implementation, until the monitoring and analysis [9], the discipline
of operations research (OR) provides a rich set of analytical methods and techniques
for a problem-specific resource allocation [24]. Current BPM systems (BPMSs) used
to support the execution of business processes (based on a given process model) [9,
35] still mainly work with rule-based resource allocation mechanisms (e.g., the FIFO
[First-In-First-Out] mechanism) [5, 28]–traditional approaches, which need less com-
putational power, but may result in suboptimal solutions [12]. With the progress of
technology and availability of higher computing power, the possibility exists to inte-
gratemore sophisticated analytical techniques intoBPMSs to support realistic business
scenarios. This integration of sophisticated resource allocation approaches in business
processes was also tackled by other recent research works, e.g. [2, 13, 16, 18] with
different optimization goals (e.g., minimizing costs) and solution techniques (e.g.,
linear programming). However, no generalized approach exists to integrate resource
allocation techniques flexible in a multitude of business processes in an organization
based on the demands of a certain process activity.

In this research work, we provide a framework and software design to support the
integration of optimized resource allocation in BPMSs. The framework aims at:

– Creating transparency on existing tasks and resources, and their characteristics in
an organization,

– Supporting a resource allocation that can be individualized for each activity, cater-
ing for the goals and environment of said activities, and

– Integrating problem-specific analytical methods and techniques for specific busi-
ness process activities, which can be flexibly adapted at design time.

Second to the framework, we provide a software architecture realizing the frame-
work. It integrates a BPMS with a so-called resource manager–a new component as
sketched in our previous work [17]–that enhances existing business process execution
environments to a resource-aware execution. The resource manager serves to describe
available resources and resource types, and allows the definition of resource alloca-
tion problems, for which problem-specific analytical techniques can be integrated. The
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software architecture is prototypically implemented and tested in a real-world setting.
In contrast to our previous work in [17], we provide in this research work a general
formal framework for resource allocation in business processes, a more detailed pre-
sentation of the software architecture and its prototype, and a case study from logistics.
With the case study, we want to show the feasibility to integrate different allocation
techniques for a process activity in the resource manager and exemplify that a sophis-
ticated technique from OR can lead to qualitatively higher results than the rule-based
techniques, which are traditionally applied in existing BPMSs.

After this introduction, existing works on resource allocation in business processes
are discussed in Sect. 2, followed bymotivating examples in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, relevant
concepts of business processes, resources, and the problem of allocating resources to
process instances are introduced. After presenting the framework for resource allo-
cation in business processes in Sect. 5, the software architecture for sophisticated
resource allocations in a BPMS and a corresponding prototype are described in Sect. 6.
A case study evaluating its effect and implications is presented in Sect. 7, and limita-
tions and future work are discussed in Sect. 8.

2 Related work

The resource perspective is in addition to the control- and data-flow perspective in
processmodels essential for the successful execution of business processes [9]. Caban-
illas [5] distinguishes among three key operations of resource management in business
processes: (1) resource allocation configuration1 (i.e., definition of resource require-
ments for process activities at design time), (2) resource allocation (i.e., designation
of concrete resources to a specific task during run time), and (3) resource analysis
(i.e., run-time and post-execution analysis of the process executions with focus on
resources).

A great variety of approaches have been developed to automatically support the
resource allocation in business processes as presented in the structured literature review
in [27]. They differ in their resource allocation capabilities, goals, whether they support
global or only local optimizations, and their solution technique. In the following, we
present a selective set of approaches to illustrate the different capabilities of existing
approaches summarized in Table 1. For the complete set of approaches, we refer the
interested reader to related literature reviews on this topic [2, 27].

Resource allocation approaches for business processes often support 1-to-1 alloca-
tions, where one task is allocated to exactly one resource, such as [1, 6, 8, 11, 14, 22,
31]. Some works also provide approaches for 1-to-many allocations, e.g. [10, 21, 36],
where the capacity of a resource is greater one, and many-to-1 allocations [7], where
a team or a group of resources solves a task. A minority of approaches even support
many-to-many allocations where a set of tasks can be allocated to a set of resources,
for instance supported by [34].

1 Originally called resource assignment by Cabanillas [5]. In operations management, resource assignment
is the mapping of resources to tasks. Thus, in this research work, we use the term resource allocation
configuration.
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Resource allocation is an optimization problem where a certain goal is targeted
and constraints are considered. Many suggested approaches for resource allocation in
business processes follow a specific goal. On the one hand, process-oriented goals are
supported, such as finding the best-fitting resource for a task [1, 6, 21, 22], minimizing
the cycle time [31, 34], or minimizing the process costs [7, 8, 36]. On the other hand,
resource-oriented goals are targeted, such as balancing the workload [11, 29, 37, 38].
Two of the selected approaches provide the option that the optimization goal can be
individually defined by a user when applying and implementing the approach: Huang
et al. [15] maximize the allocation reward, and the calculation of the reward can be
specified, whereas Duran et al. [10] describe a multi-objective optimization problem
that needs to be defined.

The execution of several business processes in an organization results in several
tasks which need to be allocated to resources. Each task has a different relevance
for the organization, which needs to be considered in the resource allocation. Several
approaches support a global optimization for allocating resources to business cases,
also considering different importance of tasks (see column Type in Table 1). Some
approaches support local optimization,where the best resource is selected for a specific
task without considering other available tasks, with the risk of arriving at a suboptimal
global solution. As solution techniques for the resource allocation problem in business
processes, rules, heuristics,machine learning (ML), and linear programming have been
applied. In general, the advantage of rule-based approaches is that solutions can be
delivered within a short time frame in the average case, but the solution quality is
in comparison to the other techniques not so high [12]. The other extreme is linear
programming, where a solution might not be found in the requested time, but the
quality of the solution is high. Heuristics are individual problem-solution techniques
which aim for a solution with a good quality that can be found in a short time frame.

Based on this review, we can observe that existing approaches usually tend to sup-
port one specific optimization goal and apply one specific allocation technique to all
process activities. However, it might be useful to apply specific allocation techniques
for specific tasks to reach an overall good performance. OR provides a rich set of ana-
lytical techniques, which are often problem-specific and especially useful when they
are applied to specific process activities. In contrast to existing work, we want to pro-
vide an activity-oriented resource allocation approach reusing sophisticated analytical
techniques from OR, which is integrated in a BPMS and can be directly defined and
executed there. Thereby, we want to allow that the process designer can flexible select
the optimization goal, the allocation capability and type, and the solution technique.

3 Motivation

This section is used to motivate the need for sophisticated resource allocation in
business processes on the example of (1) an incident resolution, and (2) a parcel
delivery process. The following examples are simplified to explain only the necessary
core concepts of resource allocation in business processes to motivate our approach.
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Fig. 1 BPMN diagram of the incident resolution process

Fig. 2 Difference between resource allocation strategies

3.1 Incident resolution

In Fig. 1, a simplified incident resolution process is given as BPMN process diagram.
After an incident is received it will be classified due to its severity into the classification
levels 1 to 4. An incident with classification 1 is to be treated with the highest priority,
meaning it is supposed to be done within a time unit of 1, whereas an incident with
classification 4 can be finished within four time units. Thus, the efficiency measure
is a quality measure that is increased, each time a deadline is not met. Therefore,
an optimized resource allocation will minimize this value, so that every task is done
within their deadlines. During the execution of this process, a human resource needs to
be allocated to resolve an incident. For simplicity, we assume that the process has only
two resources available - a senior (solving an incident in one time unit) and a junior
service expert (needs two time units). Traditionally, a simple scheduling strategy (e.g.,
FIFO), like for the “Classify incident” task, is often used in BPMSs. An example of
such an allocation is shown in the upper part of the Fig. 2. At time unit 0, five process
instances (Incident ID 1 to 5) are created and classified and have to be resolved in
the next step–meaning the task “Resolve incident” is enabled for all instances. In the
notation, the number in the brackets describes the classification of the incident, which
is the deadline until the task should be finished.

This example shows that a resource allocation for all incidents can be realized.
However, this simple allocation entirely ignores the classification–the priority–of the
incidents, which leads to inefficient process executions as the due dates were not
fulfilled. Therefore, a more sophisticated allocation technique should be applied in
this specific scenario that optimizes the allocation by considering the urgency of a
task. The resulting allocation is depicted in the lower part of Fig. 2. The overall
execution time is the same, but the second allocation is more efficient, as all deadlines
could be reached.

Based on this example, we can observe that depending on the individual task, the
use of a different resource allocation logic is recommended. Moreover, because of the
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Fig. 3 Process model of parcel deliveries with promised delivery time windows

limited availability of resources, we need to dynamically, based on the current tasks
and resource, plan themost efficient resource allocation. To achieve that, we need to be
able to define different resource allocation problems, the process and task information,
as well as resources needed.

3.2 Parcel delivery

We additionally consider the case of resource allocation with shared resources, mean-
ing we have a 1-to-many resource allocation between resources and tasks. In Fig. 3,
a common use case in the field of logistics of a parcel delivery is shown as BPMN
process diagram. The process starts when the information is received that the parcel
has arrived in a pick-up place (e.g., discounter, fitness studio, etc.). From this place,
the parcel should be delivered during a preferred time frame to the recipient by a local
carrier. Thus, first of all, the recipient’s preferences are collected. Then, the parcel
is allocated to a vehicle of a local carrier, for which the tour should be optimized,
meaning the efficiency measure is the length of the tour (= to the process execution
time). The carrier is then delivering the parcel according to the receiver’s preferences.

If we had all information about vehicles and parcels, the resulting problemwould be
a vehicle routing problem [33], which is inherently NP-hard. Moreover, in many cases
we do not have all the necessary information, as parcels arrive sequentially over time.
If requests for parcel deliveries arrive dynamically, we need to decide on an allocation
of a parcel to a vehicle based on the limited information available at the time of making
decisions. Traditionally, this is done manually or by BPMS’s looking at one parcel
at a time and finding the best possible vehicle based on a rule-based approach. The
tours resulting from such a sequential decision-making approach may be inefficient.
In the OR field, research has shown that using more sophisticated algorithms can
improve the result [3]. In contrast to a sequential decision-making approach that only
considers one task at a time, the algorithms would look at multiple tasks (parcels)
concurrently. With the framework presented in this paper, we facilitate an integration
of sophisticated algorithms in the automated execution of business processes in order
to increase the efficiency of the processes.

4 Foundation

In this section, relevant existing concepts for resource allocation in the environment
of business processes are formally defined. First, basic concepts of an organization,
such as business process, task, resource, and resource allocations are defined. Then,
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2412 S. Ihde et al.

Fig. 4 Organizations having business processes and their resources connected by the tasks resulting from
process executions, which need to be allocated to resources

these definitions are used to define a novel definition of a stateful orchestration that
combines these aspects in a global model.

Organizations are running a set of business processes for serving their clients. Often
these business processes are formalized in the form of business process models [35]
P as shown in Fig. 4. A business process model is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Business Process Model)A business process model is a graphical repre-
sentation of a process consisting of a set of nodes (A,G, E, D). These nodes are either
activities A, gateways G, events E , or data objects D. These nodes are connected to
each other via control flow edges or data flow edges. A business process model acts as
a blueprint for a set of business process instances. A process instance represents one
concrete execution of the process model. ��

An activity requires time and resources to be performed. Similarly to the process
instances, activity instances are created during run time [35]. In this work, we use the
term task2 (i.e., activity instance) defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Task)A task a′ describes exactly one concrete execution of a predefined
activity a ∈ A. Each task of an activity a adheres to the same life cycle during run
time. It exists only during run time and is terminated when it reaches the final state
of the life cycle. During run time, a task has attributes and can access the process
instance attributes and related data objects, which is done via the function attr(a′).
Additionally, we define the set of tasks of all activities of all process instances as A′.

��
A task of a process instance has to be allocated to at least one resource for its

execution, such that the business goal can be reached. Its life cycle during execution
is given as a state transition diagram in Fig. 5 (based on the life cycle given in [35]
and extended to the aspect of resource allocation).

As soon as a process instance is started, its tasks are initialized. During the process
execution, a task in state init is either enabled (for example by a control flow) and then
in state ready, or skipped (e.g., optional path due to process decisions) and in state

2 Please note that this definition of a task is different to the BPMN standard [23], in which it is defined
as single unit of work in a process diagram, whereas we define a task as an activity instance of a process
instance.
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Fig. 5 The life cycle of a task that is executed in an organization

Fig. 6 The life cycle of a resource in an organization

terminated. If a task is ready, it has to wait until resources are allocated, before it can
begin its execution. During the allocation state, it can be reallocated. At some point,
the resources begin with executing the task (running state), if the task is finished, it is
terminated.

Next, we define a resource in the context of resource allocation:

Definition 3 (Resource)Let R be the set of resources in an organization. Then r ∈ R is
a resource (e.g., human, vehicle, software, etc.), that is able to execute tasks. A resource
has a set of attributes, which change during run time. Additionally, a resource has a
current life cycle state, which is changed depending on the attribute values. ��

Additional to attributes describing the capabilities and capacities of a resource, a
resource is also in a certain state as shown in Fig. 6.

First, a resource needs to be created in an organization, e.g. by hiring newpersonnel.
A resource is available, if the state of the resource is ready, meaning it has capacity left
to handle an additional task. Although some tasks might be already allocated to it, it is
possible to allocate more tasks to this resource as long as its maximum capacity is not
reached. When it is reached, the resource is in the state busy. Naturally, the resource
is able to return to the ready state as soon as it has capacity left for new allocations. At
all states, a resource can be disposed of, transferring it to the state non-existent. This
state means that from the organization’s point of view, this resource can no longer
execute tasks3.

In the next step, we now formalize the intersection of those two worlds, tasks and
resources—the resource allocation, which can be defined as follows:

3 One assumption here is that a temporary drop out, for example in the case of a vacation or illness of a
human resource, is not treated as a disposal. Instead, the maximum workload of that resource will be set to
0 and already allocated tasks to this resource will be considered for reallocation.
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Definition 4 (Resource Allocation) A resource allocation is the single decision of
which concrete resource(s) are going to execute which concrete task(s) at a point in
time t . In the resource allocation decision, only the resources Rt , which are available in
the organization at that point in time t as well as all tasksA′

t that are ready or allocated
need to be considered. Additionally, there exists a goal (e.g. an efficiency measure
like minimize the cost, maximize throughput, etc.) that the resource allocation should
optimize for in the context of the waiting tasks as well as constraints (e.g., maximum
number of parcels on a tour) that need to be upheld. A concrete implementation (e.g.
algorithm) is called allocation mechanism (alloc). ��

Additionally, we need to consider the environment to optimize the allocation, e.g.,
other resource allocations (e.g., when predicting the future), attributes of the tasks,
prioritization, or constraints. If we look at the parcel delivery example, we can observe
this phenomenon quite easily. Here we have to matchmultiple tasks, each representing
one parcel to be delivered, to one resource, the vehicle. The address of the parcel
influences the distance the vehicle has to travel and thus the cost of the resource
allocation. In order to enable a meaningful global resource optimization, we need to
plan on an organizational level. Therefore, we propose the following state transition
system of a stateful orchestration to frame the organizational level:

Definition 5 (Stateful Orchestration) Let A′
t be the set of tasks that are in the state

ready or need to be reallocated, and Rt be the set of resources ready in the organization
at a point in time t . Then the state St of an organization at time t can be defined as
follows:

St = (A′
t , Rt )

If the point in time changes (t → t ′), the state of an organization may be changed,
too. Thus, we define three occurrences that can change the state:

1. A task gets added to or deleted from the set ofA′
t . This can happen due to a control

flow that enables an activity instance. The state of the organization is changing:
St = (A′

t , Rt ) → St ′ = (A′
t ′ , Rt ), whereby only the set A′

t changes and Rt is
unchanged.

2. A resource gets added to or deleted from the set of ready resources. This
can happen by releasing a resource, reaching the capacity of the resource, or
when a resource is disposed of. The state of the organization is changing:
St = (A′

t , Rt ) → St ′ = (A′
t , Rt ′), whereby only the set Rt changes and A′

t
is unchanged.

3. A resource allocation was performed, whereby both sets of an organization are
changing: St = (A′

t , Rt ) → St ′ = (A′
t ′, Rt ′).

��
This model describes an abstraction of an organization with the focus on its tasks

waiting for execution and its available resources as well as their changes over time. At
run time, newbusiness cases are createdwithin an organization, initiating the execution
of new process instances. Therefore, the set of tasks of an organization, which need
to be executed, is constantly changing. Similar to tasks, resources can get added to
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Fig. 7 Overview of the flow and dependencies of the framework, split into design-time and run-time
components

and deleted from the set of available resources (i.e., in state ready). To keep track
of the changes of resources, the second state change of stateful orchestrations, we
also assume that the information (e.g., capabilities, workload, working times, etc.) on
them is available. Finally, resource allocations may change the set of waiting tasks and
available resources by assigning a resource to a task. This way we can capture every
necessary information needed on the global level for resource allocation, considering
tasks and resources at the same time.

5 Framework for resource allocation in business processes

In this section, we introduce a general framework for deciding which resources to allo-
cate to which business process tasks (cf. Fig. 7). In the sections before, we discussed
that having a more sophisticated approach, in contrast to the traditional resource allo-
cation, has a positive effect on the overall efficiency. Next, we want to focus on the
essential elements for conducting resource allocation in a stateful orchestration.

Based on the definitions provided in Sect. 4, four key components for resource
allocation in business processes are necessary as shown in Fig. 7; namely, the business
allocation problem, resource allocation configuration, resource allocation request,
and the resource allocation orchestrator. The business allocation problem formalizes
the resource allocation problem observed in business processes. This definition is then
used at design time to configure the resource allocation of one or several process
activities. The so-called resource allocation configuration enriches a process activity
with resource allocation knowledge by specifying the business allocation problem and
mapping the process information to the resource allocation. At run time, a task then
creates a resource allocation request consisting of the process information available
to the task as well as the chosen resource allocation configuration. This request is then
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received by the respective resource allocation orchestrator with a queue for incoming
requests as well as the respective solution technique for solving the optimization and
fulfilling the optimization goal. After giving a small intuition of the different concepts,
they are defined in more detail in the following.

Our framework suggests to first create a business allocation problem for the
resource allocation in business processes that describes the input and output infor-
mation required. This can be reused for one or several activities in different business
processes. It is defined formally as follows:

Definition 6 (Business Allocation Problem) A business allocation problem describes
the concrete resource allocation needed in a business process to be able to execute the
task. The business allocation problem is therefore a tuple (I , O), where

– I describes the expected input information of tasks, e.g., the type of the tasks, the
process information, data attributes, etc.,

– O describes the expected outcome or the blueprint of the solution, which is the type
of resource(s) allocated to the corresponding input tasks as well as their attributes.

��
In the case of our given parcel delivery example, the business allocation problem

would be the parcels that need to be planned on a tour. The input I is the information
about the parcel (address) and their receiver (time window). The output O is the tour,
consisting of the vehicle, the order of the parcels as well as the start time.

At design time, the process designer links each activity to a business allocation
problem. Additionally, the designer decides on the concrete goal of the optimization
as well as how the information of the business process (e.g. process data, data object
attributes) is transformed to match a business allocation problem, and how the solu-
tion is transformed back. This is summarized as the so-called resource allocation
configuration, which is defined as follows:

Definition 7 (Resource Allocation Configuration)A resource allocation configuration
is a tuple (bap, goal, alloc, g, h), where

– bap is a business allocation problem
– goal is a decision on what the bap should be optimized for (e.g. minimizing the
cost, cycle time, etc.)

– alloc is a concrete implementation matching the bap and goal, (a concrete algo-
rithm that solves the bap by also optimizing for the goal),

– g is a function g : attr(a′) → I that transforms the information available at run
time by the task a′, into the input I of the bap.

– h is a function h : O → attr(a′) that transforms a solution that is returned as the
output O of the bap into available data attributes of the task a′.

��
To keep the configuration in a manageable frame, we propose to use a default

resource allocation configuration that falls back to traditional allocation strategies
used by BPMSs for activities where a more sophisticated approach is not necessary.
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During run time, processes get instantiated and create new tasks that need to be
executed. Based on the resource configuration of its related activity, the task creates a
resource allocation request at run time in order to start the resource allocation, which
is defined as follows:

Definition 8 (ResourceAllocationRequest)Each time a new taska′ is enabled or needs
a reallocation, it creates a corresponding resource allocation request. The resource
allocation request consists of the resource allocation configuration, as well as the
values for the input I needed of the bap. ��

As we want to optimize the decision on what resources handle which task, we want
to make sure that multiple requests can be handled at the same time. This means, just
having the algorithms to solve the allocation problems is not enough aswe additionally
need to have a scheduling in place that executes these algorithms at the right time and
order. This way we can enable prioritization of different activity instances as well as
the use case of shared resources. Another point of notice is that even though we can
define goals and constraints for a resource allocation problem, they are not constant and
change depending on the current situation. For example, the cost ca′r of an allocation
of the task a′ and resource r is dependent on which other task a′′ can potentially
use the same resource. If a′′ is from a higher prioritized process (not necessarily the
same process model), the cost ca′r will increase, so that a′′ will be chosen more likely
by the allocation solver. This means that a resource allocation cannot be limited to
only one process model, but need to take care of tasks of all process models working
with the same resources. The framework allows for cross-process resource allocation
by building resource allocation orchestrators that handle resource allocation requests
with resources and tasks of similar nature. We defined this approach as follows:

Definition 9 (Resource Allocation Orchestrator) A resource allocation orchestrator
is created for a set of resource allocation configurations. The orchestrator consists
of a queue for collecting resource allocation requests during run time, as well as a
scheduling logic that decides when the resource allocation is executed based on the
current information (St ). The temporary results O are then either further optimized or
returned to the process. Every time an orchestrator decides on a resource allocation, the
corresponding tasks and resources get updated. This means the stateful orchestration
gets updated to a new state St → St ′ . ��

In the parcel delivery example, this would mean that the resource allocation orches-
trator is creating tours based on the current information (parcels, couriers, traffic, etc.).
However, not every new request (created by a new parcel in the system) triggers the
execution of the solution algorithm. The orchestrator is able to wait, for example until
a sufficient number of parcels have been collected or when a certain time has passed,
before the solving of the problem is started. Moreover, the resulting solution is not
immediately returned to the process, but can be further refined in the future, when new
information gets available.
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Fig. 8 Architecture of a resource-aware BPMS for smart resource allocation shown as FMC diagram, which
represents active software components as rectangles and storage as ellipses

6 Architecture of a resource-aware BPMS

In this section, wewant to present a software architecture to realize the above presented
framework for resource allocation in business processes.

Traditionally, the execution of business processes is supported by so-called
BPMSs [35]. Such a BPMS usually consists of a Process Modeler, where business
process models can be designed by a process designer and stored in a Process Model
Repository, and a Process Engine, where the modelled processes can be executed in
interaction with the Environment and Applications (cf. Fig. 8). A Process Engine usu-
ally supports simple resource allocation rules (e.g. role-based distribution or shortest
queue) [30]. The main idea of the resource-aware BPMS is to decouple the resource
allocation functions from the Process Engine and to bundle them into an own com-
ponent, the so-called Resource Manager as shown in Fig. 8. The resource manager
is designed as a component with the centralized, transparent knowledge on resources
and their attributes, and the possibility to design, integrate, and call different allocation
services. This decoupling also promotes a separation of concerns, as processes can
continue to be designed by the process designer, while the resource-related knowledge
required by the resource manager can be contributed by another role, the resource and
optimization expert.

As shown in Fig. 8, the Resource Manager, that extends the traditional BPMS
consists by twomain components: theResourceOrganization andResource Allocation
Logic. The resource organization component is responsible for managing resource-
related information, like attributes and meta-information, including, for example, the
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Fig. 9 Hierarchy of resource types with inheritance

costs of resources. Requests for resource allocations are handled by the resource
allocation logic component, which invokes the appropriate resource allocation solver
and returns the resource(s) determined by the service. Both main components are
briefly explained in the subsections.

6.1 Resource organization

In this component, information about resources, their characteristics, and their current
state can be managed. To be able to reflect the diversity of the resources that exist in a
company, and to model their similarities and differences, the notion of Resource Types
is introduced. Resource Types describe the structure of resources of a certain kind,
which includes their set of attributes, like a Cargo Bicycle always having a specific
capacity. Considering the different resources within a company, their sets of attributes
might overlap: For example, a Transporter, also some kind of freight vehicle, has a
capacity, too. Additionally, it might also have a fuel type or a required driving licence,
attributes that are not applicable to bicycles. So, although transporters have some
attributes in common with cargo bicycles, they are not of the same resource type.

To be able to model such commonalities, as well as specializations, the resource
types management of the platform is built on the concept of hierarchies: Using a
tree-like structure, resource types can inherit the set of attributes of another type, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. By this, the shared attributes of cargo bicycles and transporters
can be defined in a super-ordinate vehicle resource type. Both can now inherit the
characteristics of a vehicle, while adding their own, type-specific attributes.

In addition to resource types, the component is also responsible for managing
the digital representations of the resources available in the organization, which are
also referred to as resources. New resources can be created by using a resource type
definition as a blueprint and providing the resource-specific attributes. Furthermore,
resources can be modified by setting new attribute values, or deleted if a resource
becomes permanently unavailable.
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6.2 Resource allocation logic

Based on the resource types and resources defined in the organization component, the
Resource Allocation Logic component enables the optimized allocation of resources
to tasks of process instances as introduced in Sect. 5. For this, apart from the resource
definition, two steps are necessary: the specification of the resource allocation at design
time and the calculation of the allocation during run time.

6.2.1 At design time—configuration

At design time, the means of how to find the best fitting resource to be allocated for the
given task must be defined by specifying the so-called business allocation problem (cf.
Definition 6). Here, the constraints and the goal of the allocation play an important
role and have to be incorporated (cf. Definition 4).

Initially, the types of resources that are relevant for the problem have to be specified
by the resource and optimization expert. For this, the resource types needed as input
and output, i.e. the type(s) of the allocated resource(s), are differentiated: For example,
a vehicle for a list of parcels should be allocated. Therefore, at design time, this problem
is defined to take a list of resource of the type parcel, as well as all available resources
of the type vehicle as input (which also includes all sub-types) and to return a vehicle
resource as output. The output of an allocation does not necessarily have to be an
already existing resource, as long as the corresponding resource type already exists.
For example, when a tour should be allocated to a given set of parcels and vehicles,
the tour object itself does not exist beforehand, but is created during the allocation
process based on the input resources and returned as a new, allocated resource.

Between the input and the output, the mechanisms of actually finding the most
appropriate resource to allocate based on the inputs can be manifold: there are, for
example, rule-based, history-based or heuristic-based approaches. To cater for this
variety, the way of defining the resource allocation mechanisms should be flexible and
adaptable within the resource allocation platform.

For simple allocations, like finding the right packaging for a parcel, a simple rule-
based allocation might suffice: rules covering possible dimensions and weights of
parcels and assigning the appropriate box can easily be defined. However, when it
comes to planning routes for delivering parcels or even assigning a suitable driver to
it, rules are not adequate. In this case, a heuristic for route-planning or even an online-
service could be useful, whereas assigning the driver might benefit from historic data,
e.g. by analysing former routes in the same area and the respective drivers. Further-
more, a combination of these mechanisms is also conceivable, since it is not sufficient
to consider only the historical allocations, but also only the currently available drivers.

In summary, a problem definition consists of the input resource types and the type(s)
of the resource(s) that are returned and therefore allocated. The specifications of how
to find the best resource for the given problem from the input in regard to a specific goal
are stored as Allocation Mechanisms in the resource-aware extension of the BPMS as
shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10 Workflow when working with the resource manager

6.2.2 At run time—resource allocation

At run time, the actual resource allocation takes place, meaning that a concrete
resource, or multiple resources, is/are allocated to the requesting activity based on
a received resource allocation request (cf. Definition 8). The request is passed to the
corresponding resource allocation orchestrator (Definition 9) in the Resource Allo-
cation Logic component, which invokes the desired resource allocation configuration
with the required input parameters, e.g. starts the tour allocation by executing the
corresponding allocation mechanism with the current set of parcels.

To keep track of resources that are currently in use and therefore probably unavail-
able, the results of allocations are stored in a log within the resource-aware extension
(cf. Allocation Log in Fig. 8). This also enables history-based approaches and perfor-
mance analysis.

6.2.3 Connection to BPMS

So far, only the internal parts of the resourcemanager have been described. But also the
interplay of this resource-aware extension and the BPMS is important and is enabled
by a documented interface that allows existing BPMS to connect to the resource-aware
extension and to use its functionalities described above.

The sequence of steps necessary for achieving an organization-wide optimized
resource allocation for tasks is pictured in Fig. 10.

First, the resource types available in the organization have to be modeled in the
resource manager. From now on, concrete resource representations, i.e. instances of
the modeled resource types, can be created at any time. Based on the knowledge of the
available resource types, the required problem definitions and associated allocation
mechanisms can be defined. As soon as these are created, the activities of the processes
in the BPMS can be connected to the resource-aware extension by specifying the
resource allocation configuration (cf. Definition 7), which connects the activity to a
problem definition and a concrete allocation mechanism.

Now, the processes are ready for execution. As soon as a task is enabled, the BPMS
sends a resource allocation request to the resource manager based on the allocation
configuration specified for this activity and subsequently receives the information
about the allocated resource(s) from it. After the allocated resource has completed the
task, the process engine gives feedback to the extension in order to release the resource
from the allocation.
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Fig. 11 The concrete prototypical implementation, Rembrandt, of the general Architecture of Fig. 8

6.3 Implementation

The described architecture of a resource-aware BPMS was used as foundation for
a prototypical implementation called Rembrandt4. The implementation, based on
TypeScript and MongoDB for data storage, is available under the MIT-License.
As proposed, Rembrandt consists of two major parts: the Resource Organization
and Resource Optimization components, which are briefly described below. It runs
separately from any BPMS, but integrates into existing approaches by offering a
documented application programming interface (API) based on REST/HTTP. For
demonstration purposes, we have integrated Rembrandt with the process engine
Chimera5 and the process modeler Gryphon6.

As shown in the FMCmodel in Fig. 11, Rembrandt also includes a front-end, which
enables users to accomplish nearly the same tasks as provided by the API, e.g. creating
resource types and resources, or adding resource allocation definitions.
Resource Organization The implementation of the resource organization allows, as
described previously, for the creation of resource typeswithin a hierarchy. For each new
resource type, a name and a parent resource type can be defined, where all attributes
of the specified parent type are then inherited.
Resource Optimization At design time, the process of finding the optimal resource to
allocate must be defined. In Rembrandt, this is done using so-called ingredients, which
are combined into recipes, which correspond to the concept of problem definitions in
conjunction with a concrete allocation mechanism. A recipe defines the steps (ingre-
dients) and their sequence that are necessary to determine the optimal resource(s) as
illustrated in a screenshot of Rembrandt in Fig. 12. Initially, the required ingredi-
ents must be set up, whereby a distinction is made between the following types of
ingredients:

4 https://github.com/bptlab/rembrandt.
5 https://bptlab.github.io/chimera.
6 https://bptlab.github.io/gryphon.
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Fig. 12 Annotated screenshot of Rembrandt illustrating the recipe definition for defining an allocation
mechanism in the Resource Optimization component

– The input ingredient represents the list of resources of a certain resource type,
e.g., a set of Parcels and Drivers.

– Transformer ingredients can be used to manipulate a list of resources. This
includes filtering, combining, andmodifying the resources in the list. For instance,
in Fig. 12 two transformers are used: a filter to select available, unassigned drivers
only, and a modification to convert the addresses of the parcels into coordinates.

– The optimization ingredient includes the most important part of the allocation:
the logic determining the best resource based on the provided list of resources,
e.g. the Tour Optimization algorithm. This ingredient reflects the concept of the
allocation mechanism.

– Like input ingredients, output ingredients are auto-generated for each resource
type and are used to indicate the resource types returned by the allocation. For
instance, the result of the Tour Optimization is a resource of the type Tour.

As motivated in Sect. 6.2.1, the allocation mechanisms can take on various forms.
To support this diversity, Rembrandt’s optimization ingredients are based on Docker
containers7 as shown in Fig. 11. This has several advantages: Optimized allocation
algorithms can be reused and shared between different Rembrandt instances. Addi-
tionally, the implementation of the algorithm ismostly independent regarding platform
and programming language, and existing algorithms, e.g. from the field of OR, can be
used in Rembrandt.

After all required ingredients have been created, they can be plugged together to
create recipes for resource allocation. If a resource allocation is requested at run time,
the respective recipe is executed by Rembrandt and the result of the execution is then
returned to the BPMS.

7 https://www.docker.com.
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7 Case study

In this section, we use the resource-aware BPMS to realize the parcel delivery example
presented in Sect. 3.2 for evaluating the feasibility, flexibility of our proposed archi-
tecture, and the potential to result in qualitative higher allocation solutions. For this
evaluation, we compare the outcome of a traditional rule-based optimization approach,
as being used by current BPMSs, with an heuristic-based approach favoring a global
optimization, originating from OR. Furthermore, the necessary steps in the different
phases introduced above are explained. In the following, we review the parcel deliv-
ery scenario including assumptions and constraints, then we explain the setup of the
experiments, the results, and finally discuss the outcome.
Evaluation scenario As discussed previously, the problem of the last mile delivery of
parcels is studied in the SMile project [26]. This research project intends to innovate
the last mile delivery of parcels with the help of a dense pick-up place infrastructure.
From a pick-up place (e.g., a fitness studio, a gas station, a small grocery store), the
parcel can be collected by a small carrier (e.g., a bike carrier), who brings the parcel to
the receiver in a preferred time slot. To achieve a reasonable price for the delivery in
preferred time slots, several parcels need to be scheduled on a tour and assigned to a
carrier. For this scenario, a process instance is created for each parcel, which should be
delivered to the receiver in a certain time frame. The selected scenario considers one
area of delivery in a city in Germany similar to the research project. We assume three
different available carriers for this area, each of which can handle the same number of
parcels at a time. The carriers get paid an hourly wage and, as we assume each driver
travels at the same speed, the length of the tour influences the price. Therefore, the
goal of the optimization is to minimize the cost per parcel by reducing the distance
travelled.
Design time As described in the previous chapters, at design time, the process, the
resources, and the business allocation problem with appropriate configurations must
be defined.

The process model as given in Fig. 3 is deployed atChimera. The required resource
types, i.e., the schemas for parcels, drivers, receivers, as well as for tours are config-
ured in the prototypical setup as described in Sect. 6.3—the resource-aware extension
Rembrandt.

Additionally, the allocation logic is defined in Rembrandt, which will be able to
create tour resources out of the given drivers and parcels at run time. To test the
flexibility, we decided to use two approaches for the tour optimization, a rule-based
approach (as provided by BPMSs) and an heuristic-based approach (classical OR
approach). Both were developed in cooperation with the logistics experts from the
SMile project:

– Rule-based: This approach is based on the FIFO principle [32], standard of current
BPMSs. Therefore, it considers at most one parcel at a time (i.e., local optimization
approach) and adds it to the tour of a carrier until the tour cannot be extended
further.

– Heuristic-based: For this approach, the Munkres [19] algorithm is reused and
adapted to our setting. It handles all parcels concurrently (i.e., a global optimization
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approach). In each iteration, it will extend existing tours by at most one parcel, or
it will add at most one new tour.

For eachof the approaches,we employedone recipe in the resource optimization part of
Rembrandt as shown in Fig. 12. Both recipes were similar in their structure, but called
a different tour optimization algorithm. At last, the resource allocation configuration is
carried out so that the corresponding activity in the process is connected to the newly
created recipe in Rembrandt.
Run time To simulate different realistic situations, three different scenarios with recip-
ient’s addresses and time frames were developed. The scenarios differ in the number
of parcels that have to be delivered in the time frame of 6 to 10 pm (1: 20 parcels; 2:
100 parcels; 3: 35 parcels).

To reflect the real-world occurrence of delivering multiple parcels to the same
address, we introduce the notion of stops that describes one address where at least
one parcel gets delivered to. Furthermore, each driver can deliver up to 35 parcels at a
time. Each scenario was simulated ten times with a different set of addresses randomly
drawn from a pool of addresses within the ZIP area 10585 in Berlin.

At run time, for each parcel, the process is invoked and the “Assign parcel to tour”
activity is executed, which in turn requests Rembrandt to run the previously configured
allocation algorithm.
Metrics Since all three scenarios were executed twice, once for each allocation algo-
rithm, the resource-aware extension allows deriving further insights. While testing
the use cases, we observed that the Munkres approach achieves a much shorter total
distance to deliver every parcel, as shown in Table 2. At the same time, the Munkres
approach in general creates more tours, which, in combination with the advantage of
deciding the allocation for all cases at once, results in more optimized tours. Based on
the use case, we could observe that the stops seem to be the same, independent of the
approach used. In the case of 100 parcels, the rule-based approach more frequently
adds parcels with the same address to different tours, such that optimization potential
is unused as it has to follow the temporal order of instance creation. It is also noticeable
that the overall computation time tends to stay similar for both approaches. For the
case with 100 parcels, we can observe small differences.
Discussion The use case shows the feasibility of the framework to support run-time
decisions on allocating resources to tasks. We showed that existing (rule-based) as
well as more sophisticated (Munkres) algorithms can be incorporated and used within
the resource-aware extension, both assigning many tasks to one carrier. In contrast
to related work, we could show that we can incorporate different types of allocation
approaches, a local and a global one that use different techniques, a rule and an
heuristic.
In general, more sophisticated algorithms have to deal with the trade-off between
quality and the computation time needed to achieve a result. However, because of
the advancement of technology and its computation power, we did not notice any
significant difference with regards to time. At the same time, the quality of the result
increases significantly with the sophisticated algorithm: Only half the distance was
needed for the use case with the fewest parcels, and only a fourth was needed for the
use case with the most parcels. All in all, the experiment shows that a smarter decision
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for the resource allocation has a substantial influence for an organization, it can act
much more efficiently. With the architecture provided, different resource allocation
procedures can be simply added by a new recipe calling the new algorithm. These can
be tested, deployed, as well as exchanged at any time.

8 Conclusion

This research worked provided a conceptual framework for supporting the decision-
making of resource allocations in business processes and the employment of
optimization techniques of operation research problem-specific for process activities.
The framework was realized as a software architecture extending a traditional BPMS
with a dedicated resource manager and was implemented as a prototype. Experiments
in a simulated logistics real-world example showed the advantage of employing a
problem-specific optimization algorithms and the benefits of exchanging different
allocation algorithms at design time.

In existing organizational settings, decision-making for resource allocations is still a
challenging task because a transparency on resources and their availability is missing.
The designed resource manager of this work eases this task and gives support in
collecting the information centrally. With the advance of digitization, we believe that
the process of collecting this information organization-wide in the resource manager
will get more comfortable.

The resource manager is designed in a way, such that a set of allocation requests by
process instances of a certain time frame are batched until a resource allocation algo-
rithm is started again. That is a simple option to consider priorities of different process
instances. For prioritizing certain business cases, operations research offers different
static and dynamic batching approaches, whose application we want to investigate in
the future.

Even though the main contribution of the framework is related to the efficient exe-
cution of business processes at run time, namely by influencing the resource allocation,
we think the framework is potent for other applications, too. The aspect of process
performance is also the focus of process analysis and improvement. With the lack
of a framework that connects processes and resource information on an organiza-
tional level, such analysis, e.g. with process mining techniques, could so far identify
symptoms for a bad process performance as well as guess root causes for treatment.
Irregularities and bottlenecks can be identified, but as there was no whole picture of
the organization available, the effectiveness of the suggested improvement is limited.
By using our framework, all made allocations and the corresponding circumstances
can be recorded. This way, we can enrich the analysis by providing the information
on the available resources and running process cases at the same time, which in turn
enables a meaningful root cause analysis and treatment.
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